Minutes of the AES Technical Committee on Coding of Audio Signals
22nd Meeting called to order at the 126th AES Convention, Munich, at 10:05, Thu 7 May
2009, by J. Herre, co-chair.
The agenda was approved, as listed in the annex. In order to join the TC, an email should
be sent to the chair after the convention. The minutes of the last TC meeting at San
Francisco had been posted on the TC email reflector, approved and uploaded to the TC
web site.
Jürgen Herre introduced and welcomed the new TC co-chair, Dr. Schuyler Quackenbush,
who will be chairing the US TC meetings, similar to the past co-chair, Jim Johnston. This
change had been announced on the TC e-mail reflector previously.
The ongoing activities of the committee and other coding-related events were reviewed.
There are 3 sessions on Audio Coding at the convention. Workshop #22 on MPEG
Spatial Audio Object Coding (SAOC) has emerged from previous TC discussions and is
chaired by Oliver Hellmuth.
New TC activities for upcoming events were discussed next (mainly for the upcoming
127th AES convention in New York):
1) The chair reported that the proposal from the last TC meeting about a workshop on
past and future directions in audio coding has been worked on by Anibal Ferreira and
submitted to the AES convention some weeks ago. There is a tentative list of panelists
most of whom have already confirmed their participation.
2) Schuyler Quackenbush reported that the workshop on statistics presented at this AES
convention was very useful and presented practical issues and is directly applicable to the
quality assessment of audio coding algorithms. He will talk to the presenters of this event
and suggest a repetition of this workshop for the upcoming US convention.
3) Ralf Geiger suggested a workshop for introducing the new MPEG activities on
“Unified Speech and Audio Coding” (USAC) to the AES audience for the next spring
convention. He volunteered to be the driver behind this effort.
4) Another workshop topic evolved from a discussion about the term “scalability” has
been used to denote different things in audio coding. A workshop on “scalability vs.
scalability” could clarify this confusion and outline the different meanings of the word
and present the associated technologies. David Trainor volunteered as the driver behind
such an effort.
Other business: The chair pointed out that the AES Standards Committees are interested
in learning from the TCs about potential fields where standardization is still missing in
order to create a benefit for industry and/or consumers. The TCs are entitled and

encouraged to make proposals for AES standardization (a recent example is the carriage
of MPEG Surround over AES3).
On a different issue, Schuyler Quackenbush volunteered to gather information about
standards that enable the use of perceptual audio coders for audio in gaming, enabling
things like sample accurate random access.
The next meeting will be held in conjunction with the upcoming AES 127th Convention
in New York in October 2009.
The meeting was adjourned at 11:56.

Annex I: Agenda
1) Approval of Agenda
2) Opening Remarks of Chairman
3) Review of recent activities for current convention / conference
• Richard C. Heyser Memorial Lecture Series
• Other activities
3) Review of / proposals for activities at upcoming conventions,
conferences, workshops etc.
• 127th AES convention New York
5) Any Other Business
6) Next Meeting
7) Closing of the Meeting
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